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Plane spotter groups
The Adelaide Airport website contains a section for plane
spotters. Like similar sites, it provides information on
runway movements, vantage points and the best times of
day for spotting.

Airliners.net is the leading community for discovering and sharing highquality aviation photography. It has been the largest and most-visited
site on the Internet since 1995. The community includes airline
management, air travellers, aviation photographers and aviation
enthusiasts from every corner of the globe. Currently there are over 22,078 photographers with
photos in the Airliners.net database.

Aviatorspot is a Sydney-based plane spotting YouTube video channel
about aviation, aircraft, helicopters, air travel and air shows. It has an
extensive library of videos, going back a number of years.

Plane Spotters | Brisbane Airport is a page of the official
website for Brisbane International Airport. It provides support
information regarding the best locations and tips for plane
spotting for those in for a long session of spotting and
photography

There is a group of dedicated enthusiasts who run the blogspot Central
Queensland Spotters. This and their associated Facebook page
contains a significant collection of photos taken from airports around Central
Queensland. What makes this site interesting is the commentary associated with each
aircraft photographed.

Knowing when and where aircraft are arriving at an airport, and which
airline it is, is a vital piece of information for plane spotters.
Flightradar24 is a global flight tracking service that provides you with real-time information about
thousands of aircraft around the world. Glightradar24 tracks 180,000+ flights from 1,200+ airlines, flying
to and from 4,000+ airports around the world in real time. The service is available online for iOS and
Android devices.
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Perth Airport
Spotter’s Blog

Greg Wood runs Perth Airport Spotter’s Blog,
Western Australia’s only aircraft movement blog,
monitored 24/7 and updated hourly. This blog gives
a brief narrative or aircraft arrivals at Perth’s two
airports.

Plane Spotters Australia is a Facebook page for two Gold Coast
locals who aim to keep you up to date with events in and around
the Gold Coast Airport and all major airports in Australia. They aim
to keep you in the loop with any unusual arrivals/departures and
post photo from their plane spotting around the airport. They aim
to be as active as possible and strive to be the most up to date blog

SPOTTERGUIDE.NET is the ultimate guide for those passionate
about plane spotting. Details of hundreds of airports around
the world can be searched from this site. Data provided includes airport information, traffic and
runway movements and local tips to maximise spotting opportunities. In addition, a Google map
showing the locations of the best vantage points is featured. The current spotter guides for
Australian airports include, Adelaide International, Melbourne International, Perth International,
Brisbane International, Sydney Kingsford Smith, Darwin Airport and Jandacot Airport. Guidelines are
also provided for spotters to establish a spotting guide for airports not yet listed.

You no longer need notepads, pieces of paper or endless lists and
spreadsheets of aircraft you have seen. SpottingLog is a webbased application to keep all of your aircraft spotting logs
in one place. The simple software allows you to store trips, aircraft sightings and photos, print trip
reports and view other spotters’ aircraft sightings.

With three runways, more than 300,000 aircraft movements a year and a wide
range of aircraft, Sydney Airport is a great location for plane spotting. Its
proximity to the city means that photographers can capture great shots of
aircraft with the city, Port Botany or Botany Bay in the background. Sydney Airport
officially opened the upgraded Shep’s Mound plane spotters’ lookout in August
2017, honouring the memory of Bruce Shepherd. The mound features two raised
platforms overlooking the airfield, expansive grassed areas, undercover shelter and
dedicated car parking. The Sydney Airport website also has a informational section
dedicated to plane spotters
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Spotters Wiki provides a guide to locations for viewing, spotting, and
photographing aircraft at airports around the world. You can sign up for free and
you can add, edit and correct information on this site to make sure your local
airport information is updated. To find an airport, click on a continent, then a
regional sub category.

Victor Pody is a renowned professional, freelance
photographer from Melbourne who specialises in aviation
photography, having done so since 1995.
He is one of the official corporate photographers at Melbourne International Airport
and hence gains access to areas amateur spotters dream of. His award-winning work
has been published in many worldwide aviation magazines and printed journals. His
photographic skills, eye for a god shot and final products reflects the passion he puts
into his profession. His work can be seen on his website and his Facebook page, Just
Plane Crazy Australia, which has a mission to provide high quality images of aircraft
to those who have an interest or passion in aviation.

YBBN Spotters is the Facebook page for aviation photographers
who aim to bring you the best high-quality photographs of
movements around Brisbane International Airport from
photographers featured on Airliners.net and Planespotters.net

If you know of other plane spotter groups or resources to support them, please let me know at
info@flightsimaus.com.au
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